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AbstractGiven a graph G with n vertices and m edges, the 2-edge-connectivity augmentation problem isthat of �nding a minimum weight set of edges of G to be added to a spanning subgraph H of Gto make it 2-edge-connected. While the general problem is NP-hard and 2-approximable, in thispaper we prove that it becomes polynomial time solvable if H is a depth �rst search tree of G.More precisely, we provide an e�cient algorithm for solving this special case which runs in O�M ��(M;n)� time, where � is the classic inverse of the Ackermann's function and M = m ��(m;n).This algorithm has two main consequences: �rst, it provides a faster 2-approximation algorithmfor the general 2-edge-connectivity augmentation problem; second, it solves in O(m � �(m;n))time the problem of recovering the 2-edge-connectivity of a communication network after a linkfailure.





3.1. IntroductionLet G = (V;E) be a connected, undirected graph, of n vertices and m edges, where an edgee = (u; v) 2 E represents a potential connection between vertices u and v. Let us assume thata real weight is associated with each edge e 2 E, expressing some cost for activating the edge,and consider the problem of building a network in G which allows all the sites to communicate.For this kind of networks, it is generally important to be economically attractive, i.e., theyshould be as sparse as possible to reduce set-up costs. Then, the cheapest solution consistsof designing a minimum weight spanning tree T of G, namely a connected spanning subgraphof G such that the sum over all the edge weights is minimum. Unfortunately, this structuredoes not survive a single link or site failure, and given the increasing attention towards thereliability of communication networks, this represents a severe drawback. Hence, in the caseof link failures, which is of interest in this paper, a general strategy to strengthen the networkreliability without a�ecting the status quo (i.e., without removing the already existing links), isthat of adding a minimum weight set of edges to T so that its edge-connectivity is increasedto 2. This optimization problem is NP-hard and 2-approximable for general graphs. But, aswe will show in this paper, it may become considerably easier if the given spanning tree has aspecial structure. In fact, we prove that it is polynomial time solvable if the given spanning treeis a depth �rst search tree of G.A classical formulation of an edge-connectivity augmentation problem is the following: givena weighted graph G, an h-edge-connected spanning subgraph H of G, with h � 1, and aninteger � > h, �nd a minimum weight set of edges of G, say Aug�(H;G), whose addition to Hincreases its edge-connectivity to �. Such a problem turns out to be NP-hard [2], and thus mostof the research in the past focused on the design of approximation algorithms for solving it. Inparticular, for the special case � = 2, which is of interest for this paper, e�cient approximationalgorithms for �nding Aug2(H;G) are known. More precisely, for the weighted case, the bestperformance ratio is 2 [4, 8], while for the unweighted case, Nagamochi and Ibaraki developeda (51=26 + �)-approximation algorithm, for any constant � > 0 [10]. Analogous versions ofaugmentation problems for vertex-connectivity and for directed graphs have been widely studied,and we refer the interested reader to the following comprehensive papers [3, 9].Apart from designing approximated solutions, researchers have also investigated the problemof characterizing polynomial time solvable cases of the problem. This can be done by givingadditional constraints on the structure of H and/or G. First, Eswaran and Tarjan[2] proved thatAug2(H;G) can be found in polynomial time if G is complete and all edges have weight 1, i.e.,all potential links between sites may be activated at the same cost. Afterwards, Watanabe andNakamura extended this result to any desired edge-connectivity value [13], and faster algorithmsin this scenario have been proposed in [5].In this paper we show that the structure of H is equally relevant in order to have polynomialtime algorithms; in fact, we prove that Aug2(H;G) can be found in polynomial time if G is anyweighted graph andH is a depth �rst search tree of G. In this case, we can compute Aug2(H;G)in O�m ��(m;n) ��(m ��(m;n); n)� time and O(m ��(m;n)) space, where � is the classic inverseof the Ackermann's function de�ned in [11]. Results of similar avour can be found in [6].It is worth noticing that our algorithm can be used to design a 2-approximation algorithm {with the same time complexity { for the general 2-edge-connectivity augmentation problem [7],thus improving the previous O(m+ n log n) time bound due to Khuller and Thurimella [8].We also prove that the complexity of the algorithm decreases to O(m � �(m;n)) if the DFS-tree is a Hamiltonian path of G, and further improved to O(m) if G is unweighted. As we



4.will show in the paper, this �nds immediate applications for recovering 2-edge-connectivity in a2-edge-connected communication network undergoing a link failure. In such a case, as soon asa link fails, we can e�ciently provide an optimal set of replacement links, both in the weightedand in the unweighted case, so that the replacement network, as obtained by removing fromthe original network the failed link and by adding the corresponding replacement links, is again2-edge-connected, while at the same time it keeps on to maintain all the old, still working, links.The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give some basic de�nitions that will beused throughout the paper; in Section 3 we show how to augment a depth �rst search tree inunweighted graphs; in Section 4 we present the more general weighted case, while in Section 5,we present the technique to e�ciently implement such an algorithm, and we give a detailedspace and time complexity analysis; in Section 6, we apply these results to handle transient edgefailures in 2-edge-connected networks, and �nally, in Section 7, we present conclusions and listsome open problems.2. Basic de�nitionsLet G = (V;E) be an undirected graph, where V is the set of vertices and E � V � V is theset of edges. G is said to be weighted if there exists a real function w : E 7! R, otherwise G isunweighted. If parallel edges are allowed, then the graph is said to be a multigraph. A graphH = (V (H); E(H)) is called a subgraph of G if V (H) � V and E(H) � E. If V (H) = V , thenH is called a spanning subgraph of G. The weight of H is de�ned as w(H) =Pe2E(H)w(e).A simple path (or a path for short) in G is a subgraph H of G with V (H) = fv0; : : : ; vkjvi 6= vjfor i 6= jg and E(H) = f(vi; vi+1)j0 � i < kg, also denoted as P (v0; vk) = v0 ; vk. A cycle is apath whose endvertices v0 and vk coincide. A spanning path of G is called a Hamiltonian pathof G. A graph G is connected if, for any u; v 2 V , there exists a path P (u; v) in G.A rooted tree is a connected acyclic graph with a privileged vertex distinguished from theothers. Let T denote a spanning tree of G rooted at r 2 V . Edges in T are called tree edges,while the remaining edges of G are called non-tree edges. A non-tree edge (u; v) covers all thetree edges along the (unique) path from u to v in T . Let P (r; x) denote the unique path in Tbetween r and x 2 V (T ). Any vertex y in P (r; x) is called an ancestor of x in T . Symmetrically,x is called a descendant of any vertex y in P (r; x). A depth �rst search tree of G, DFS-tree forshort, is a rooted spanning tree T of G such that, for any non-tree edge (u; v), either u is anancestor of v in T , or v is an ancestor of u in T .A graph G is said to be k-edge-connected, where k is a positive integer, if the removal of anyk� 1 distinct edges from G leaves G connected. Given an h-edge-connected spanning subgraphH of a k-edge-connected graph G, and a positive integer h < � � k, �nding a �-augmentationof H in G means to select a minimum weight set of edges in E nE(H), denoted as Aug�(H;G),such that the spanning subgraph H 0 = (V;E(H) [Aug�(H;G)) of G is �-edge-connected.3. Augmenting DFS-trees in unweighted graphsLet G = (V;E) be a 2-edge-connected and unweighted graph. First, we recall the notion oftree-carving �(G) of G [9]. Let fV1; V2; : : : ; Vkg be a partition of the vertex set V of G; �(G) isa tree with vertex set f�1; �2; : : : ; �kg, where vertex �i is associated with vertex set Vi, such thatfor every vertex v 2 Vi, all the neighbours of v in G belong either to Vi itself, or to Vj, where Vjis adjacent to Vi in the tree �(G).We can prove the following:



5.Theorem 3.1. Let G = (V;E) be a 2-edge-connected and unweighted graph with n vertices andm edges. Let T be a DFS-tree of G. Then, Aug2(T;G) can be computed in O(m) time andspace.Proof. Since T is a DFS-tree of G, the DFS-tree partition of the vertices of G induced by Tyields a tree-carving of G and can be computed in O(m) time [9]. Let us briey recall how thispartition works. First of all, a set of cycle edges is added to T , in the following way: perform adepth �rst visit of T , and before withdrawing from a vertex v for the last time, check whetherthe edge joining v and its parent in T is currently still not covered; if so, cover it by addinga cycle edge which leads to the ancestor of v in T closest to r. After this �rst phase, all theedges of T which caused the insertion of a cycle edge are removed, and the resulting connectedcomponents in T provides the DFS-tree partition.Let k > 1 be the number of vertices of the tree-carving �(G) induced by this DFS-treepartition. The following holds:Claim. jAug2(T;G)j � k � 1.Proof. We know that a lower bound on the number of edges of any 2-edge-connected spanningsubgraph H of G is 2(k � 1) [9]. More precisely, each edge (�i; �j) in �(G) implies that at leasttwo edges between Vi and Vj are needed in H. Since T contains just one edge between Vi and Vj(otherwise we would have a cycle in T ), it follows that any 2-edge-connected spanning subgraphof G contains at least k � 1 edges which do not belong to T . From this, the claim follows.To complete the proof, we observe that when the k � 1 cycle edges selected by the DFS-treepartition are added to T , its connectivity is augmented to 2. Moreover, O(m) time and spaceare trivially enough to perform all the operations.4. Augmenting DFS-trees in weighted graphsLet G = (V;E) be a 2-edge-connected graph with a real weight function w on the edges and letT be a DFS-tree of G rooted at r 2 V . Let v0; v1; : : : ; vn�1 = r be a numbering of the verticesof G as obtained by any �xed postorder visit of T . In the following, for a given non-tree edgef = (u; v), the endvertex v will always be farther from r than u, and will be called the tail of f .Moreover, par(v) will denote the parent of v in T .Let ek = (par(vk�1); vk�1), and let Tk denote the subgraph of T induced by the edge setfe1; : : : ; ekg. Notice that Tk is not necessarily a subtree of T ; in fact, the post-order numberingfe1; : : : ; ekg of E(T ), induces a forest in T . A covering of Tk is a set of edges in E nE(T ) whichcover all the edges of Tk. Figure 1 illustrates the notation we use.Let V (vi ; vj) and E(vi ; vj) denote the set of vertices and the set of edges on the(unique) path in T between vi and vj , respectively, and let C(ek) denote the set of non-treeedges covering the tree edge ek. Let D(vi) denote the (possibly empty) set of tree edges joiningvi with its children in T . Finally, given a tree edge ek and a non-tree edge f = (u; v) 2 C(ek),let F (ek; f) = [vi2V (vk�1;v)D(vi) n E(vk�1 ; v): (1)In the next subsections, we �rst give a high-level description of the algorithm, and we thenanalyze its correctness.



6.
: : :: : :T vn�1: : : : : :vqvr : : :: : : : : :: : : par(vk�1)vk�1ekFigure 1: The subgraph Tk of T (solid) induced by fe1; : : : ; ekg (triangles denote subtrees).4.1. High-level description of the algorithmThe algorithm consists of n�1 iterations. At the k-th iteration, the algorithm considers the treeedge ek and associates with it a selected edge �(ek) 2 C(ek). The edge �(ek), together with theselected edges computed at previous iterations, induces a covering of Tk, as we will see shortly.The edge �(ek) is de�ned as follows:Definition 4.1. Let ek = (par(vk�1); vk�1) be a tree edge, and let f 2 C(ek); let � be de�nedrecursively as �(ek; f) = w(f) + Xej2F (ek;f) minfi2C(ej)f�(ej ; fi)g: (2)Then, the selected edge �(ek) is such that�(ek; �(ek)) = minf2C(ek)f�(ek; f)g: (3)Notice that if vk�1 is a leaf, then �(ek; f) = w(f) and �(ek; �(ek)) = minf2C(ek)fw(f)g.Moreover, by plugging (3) into (2), we have that�(ek; f) = w(f) + Xej2F (ek;f)�(ej ; �(ej)); (4)and therefore, (3) can be rewritten as�(ek; �(ek)) = minf2C(ek)8<:w(f) + Xej2F (ek;f)�(ej ; �(ej))9=; : (5)Notice also that if vk�1 coincides with the tail of f , then from (1), we have that (2) reduces to



7.�(ek; f) = w(f) + Xej2D(vk�1)�(ej ; �(ej)): (6)We call this value the basic weight of f , and we indicate it by �0(f).Let Sk denote the subtree of T rooted at vk�1 plus the edge ek. The following set of selectededges de�nes a covering of SkX(ek) = 8<: �(ek) if vk�1 is a leaf,�(ek) [ [ej2F (ek;�(ek))X(ej) otherwise. (7)Then, let Ek = fej 2 D(vi) j vi 2 V (vn�1 ; par(vk�1)) ^ j � kg. The solution provided bythe algorithm at iteration k, say Sol(k), is de�ned as followsSol(k) = [ej2EkX(ej): (8)To guarantee e�ciency, Sol(k) is not computed explicitly at each iteration. In fact, from(5), it follows that to select the edge �(ek) properly, it su�ces to maintain �(ej ; �(ej)), for everyj < k. Thus, only after the n� 1 iterations have been completed, the algorithm returns the setSol(n� 1) = [ej2En�1X(ej): (9)In the following, we shall prove that Sol(n� 1) contains a minimum weight set of edges of Gcovering T .4.2. Correctness of the algorithmThe algorithm clearly returns a set of edges covering T . Hence, in order to prove that thealgorithm is correct, it remains to show that the weight of the solution found by the algorithmequals w(Aug2(T;G)), as stated in the following:Lemma 4.2. w(Sol(n� 1)) = w(Aug2(T;G)).Proof. Let Opt(k) denote a minimum weight set of edges of G covering Tk; 1 � k � n � 1.Notice that w(Opt(n � 1)) = w(Aug2(T;G)). We shall prove that w(Sol(k)) = w(Opt(k)),for k = 1; : : : ; n � 1. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1, the thesis follows trivially.Assume the thesis is true up to k � 1 < n� 1, i.e., w(Sol(i)) = w(Opt(i)) for i = 1; : : : ; k � 1.We shall prove that w(Opt(k)) = w(Sol(k)).Clearly,Opt(k) has to contain a non-tree edge covering ek = (par(vk�1); vk�1), say fk = (u; v).Since T is a DFS-tree, the insertion of fk in Opt(k) can only a�ect the edges of Opt(k � 1)covering Sk. Thus, if X�(ej) is the set of edges of Opt(k) covering the subtree Sj , thenOpt(k) = X�(ek) [ [ej2EknfekgX�(ej):



8. Since [ej2EknfekgX�(ej) = Opt(h), for some h < k, we have, by induction, thatw(Opt(h)) = w(Sol(h)) = Xej2Eknfekgw(X(ej)):Hence, it su�ces to show that w(X�(ek)) = w(X(ek)). Let Y (ek) denote any covering of Sk.From (7) and (4), it is easy to see that w(X(ek)) = �(ek; �(ek)), and then, by de�nition, we havethat w(X(ek)) � w(Y (ek)), from which the thesis follows.5. Implementing e�ciently the algorithmIn this section, we describe an e�cient implementation of our algorithm, and we �nally give adetailed space and time complexity analysis.5.1. Selecting the edgeTo compute e�ciently the selected edge �(ek) at each iteration k = 1; : : : ; n � 1, we use anauxiliary graph called transmuter [12], representing the set of fundamental cycles of G withrespect to T , i.e., the cycles of G containing only one non-tree edge. Basically, a transmuterDG(T ) built on G with respect to T is a directed graph containing one source vertex s(ek) foreach tree edge ek in T , one sink vertex t(f) for each non-tree edge f in G, plus a number ofadditional vertices of indegree 2. The fundamental property of a transmuter is that there is adirected path from a given source vertex s(ek) to a given sink vertex t(f) if and only if edges ekand f form a fundamental cycle in G.Let us describe in detail how the transmuter can be used to compute the selected edges.With each vertex in the transmuter, we associate a label, consisting of a couple hf; �(ek; f)i,where f denotes a non-tree edge, while �(ek; f) is the key of the label and is obtained from (4);furthermore, a vertex can be marked as unreached, active or reached. At the beginning, all thevertices in the transmuter are marked unreached, while their labels are unde�ned.At the �rst iteration, when the algorithm considers the edge e1, the following operations areperformed over DG(T ):1. Visit all the vertices of DG(T ) which are reachable from s(e1), and mark them active.2. Label each active sink vertex t(f) of DG(T ) with the corresponding couple hf; �(e1; f) =�0(f) = w(f)i, and mark it as reached.3. Process the active vertices of DG(T ) in reverse topological order, by backtracking overthe edges used during the descent from the source vertex; during this process, label agiven active vertex with a minimum-key label among all the labels of its reached succes-sors, and then mark it as reached. At the end of this step, vertex s(e1) receives a label
�(e1); �(e1; �(e1)) = w(�(e1))�, where �(e1) is a minimum-weight edge in C(e1).At the k-th iteration, the algorithm considers the edge ek and DG(T ) is processed as follows: ifvk�1 is a leaf vertex, then the same steps as above are performed, with ek replacing e1 (no vertexmarked reached can be encountered during the descent); otherwise the following operations areexecuted:



9.1. Visit all the vertices of DG(T ) which are reachable from s(ek), by stopping the descentalong a path as soon as either a vertex marked reached, or a sink vertex is encountered.Mark all the reached vertices as active (this means, a vertex already marked as reachedmight again be marked active).2. If an active sink vertex t(f) has an unde�ned label, then label it with the correspondingcouple 
f; �(ek; f) = �0(f)�, where �0(f) is computed from (6) by using the labels as-sociated with the edges in D(vk�1) (which have already been processed), and mark it asreached.3. If an active (either sink or internal) vertex has a de�ned label (namely, it was labelledhf; �(eh; f)i and marked reached at a previous iteration h < k), then update its labelto hf; �(ek; f)i (where �(ek; f) is de�ned by (4) and is computed by using the e�cienttechnique speci�ed in the next section), and mark it as reached.4. Process the active vertices of DG(T ) in reverse topological order, as explained previously.At the end of this step, vertex s(ek) will receive a label h�(ek); �(ek; �(ek))i, where �(ek)coincides with an edge in C(ek) satisfying (3), as we will prove shortly.In the following, we prove that by processing the transmuter as described, at the end of the(n� 1)-th iteration, for each tree edge ej , the corresponding selected edge �(ej) can be retrievedby the label associated with the source vertex s(ej) of DG(T ). More precisely, the followingholds:Lemma 5.1. At the end of the k-th iteration, the label associated with the source vertex s(ej); j �k, contains an edge satisfying (5).Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1, the thesis follows trivially. Assume thethesis is true up to k � 1 < n� 1, and let hf; �(ek; f)i be the label associated with s(ek) at theend of the k-th iteration. Then, it su�ces to prove that f satis�es (5); in fact, since the sourcevertices have zero indegree, their labels, once assigned, cannot be modi�ed.For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that there exists a non-tree edge f 0 2 C(ek) suchthat f 6= f 0 and �(ek; f 0) < �(ek; f). First of all, observe that edges in C(ek) can be partitionedinto two sets: Cnew(ek), containing all the non-tree edges whose tail coincides with vk�1, andCold(ek) = C(ek) n Cnew(ek). Clearly, f 0 cannot belong to Cnew(ek), since in such a case itwould be associated with a sink vertex t(f 0) marked as active at iteration k; therefore, its labelreceives the key �(ek; f 0) = �0(f 0) < �(ek; f), and will eventually reach s(ek), contradicting theassumptions. Hence, it must be f 0 2 Cold(ek). In this case, f 0 must cover an edge in D(vk�1),say eh = (vk�1; vh�1). This means, paths s(eh) ; t(f 0) and s(ek) ; t(f 0) in DG(T ) share oneor more vertices. Among these vertices, let v be the one closest to s(ek) along s(ek) ; t(f 0).Two cases are possible:(1) v = t(f 0): in this case, the label of t(f 0) is updated to 
f 0; �(ek; f 0)�, with �(ek; f 0) <�(ek; f), and therefore it will eventually reach s(ek), contradicting the assumptions.(2) v is an internal vertex: in this case, from the inductive step and from the fact that theindegree of the internal vertices of DG(T ) is 2, we have that before the label updating atiteration k, v was labelled with an edge f 00 2 C(eh)\C(ek) such that �(eh; f 00) � �(eh; f 0).Hence, from (5) and from the fact that F (ek; f) = F (eh; f) [ fD(vk�1) n fehgg, it followsthat



10.
� �ek; f 00� = � �eh; f 00�+ Xej2D(vk�1)nfehg�(ej ; �(ej)) �� �eh; f 0�+ Xej2D(vk�1)nfehg�(ej ; �(ej)) = � �ek; f 0� < �(ek; f);and therefore the label 
f 00; �(ek; f 00)� will eventually reach s(ek), contradicting the as-sumptions.5.2. Updating the labels in the transmuterTo perform the label updating in DG(T ), we use an adaptation of the technique proposed in[12] to compute functions de�ned on paths in trees.We start by creating a forest F(G) of trees. Initially, F(G) is composed of n singletons�1; : : : ; �n, where vertex �j is associated with vertex vj 2 V . With each vertex �j in F(G), weassociate a key �(�j), initially set equal to 0. The following instructions manipulate F(G):� Link(�i; �j): combine the trees with roots �i and �j into a single tree rooted in �i, addingthe edge e = (�i; �j);� Update(�j; x): if �j is the root of a tree, then set �(�j) := �(�j) + x;� Eval(�j): �nd the root of the tree currently containing �j, say �i, and return the sum ofall the keys on the path from �j to �i.Note that Eval(�j) assumes that a pointer to element �j is obtained in constant time.The sequence of operations in F(G) goes hand in hand with the postorder visit of T andwith the processing of DG(T ). More precisely, immediately before edge ek is considered by theaugmentation algorithm, we perform the following steps:1. Compute �(vk�1) = Xej2D(vk�1)�(ej ; �(ej)), where these � values are stored in the labels ofthe source vertices of the transmuter which have already been processed;2. For each j such that ej 2 D(vk�1), perform Update��j�1;�(vk�1)� �(ej ; �(ej))�;3. For each j such that ej 2 D(vk�1), perform Link(�k�1; �j�1).Furthermore, when edge ek is considered, a label updating in DG(T ) is computed as follows:Let f = (u; vd) be a non-tree edge covering ek; then, we have that an Eval(�d) operation returnsXijvi2V (vk�1;vd) �(�i) = �(�k�1) + Xijvi2V (vk�1;vd)nfvk�1g �(�i)and being �(�k�1) = 0, this can be rewritten as



11.Xijvi2V (vk�1;vd)nfvk�1g��(par(vi))� �(ei+1; �(ei+1))� =Xej2F (ek;f)�(ej ; �(ej))� Xej2D(vd)�(ej ; �(ej)): (10)Hence, from (4) and (6), we have that��ek; f) = �0(f) + Eval(�d); (11)and therefore, as soon as we associate with each non-tree edge f its basic weight, we have thata label updating can be performed through an Eval operation.5.3. Analysis of the algorithmWe can �nally prove the following:Theorem 5.2. Let G = (V;E) be a 2-edge-connected graph with n vertices, m edges and withreal weights on the edges. Let T be a DFS-tree of G. Then, Aug2(T;G) can be computed inO�m � �(m;n) � �(m � �(m;n); n)� time and O(m � �(m;n)) space.Proof. To compute Aug2(T;G), we use the algorithm presented in Section 4.1, implementedthrough the data structures presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.The correctness of the algorithm derives from Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1, while the time complexityfollows from the use of the transmuter and the corresponding label updating. Concerning thelabel updating, this is performed through the manipulation of F(G). First of all, notice thatthe computation of �(vi), for all vi 2 V , costs O(n) time. Moreover, since the Eval instructionrequires the sum of the keys associated with the vertices, which is an associative operation overthe group of real numbers, we can apply the path compression with balancing technique describedin [12] to modify the execution of the various operations occurring in F(G). Hence, a sequenceof p Eval and n Link and Update operations can be performed in O((p + n) � �(p + n; n)) time[12]. Since each edge of DG(T ) corresponds at most to a single Eval instruction, and given thatDG(T ) has size O(m � �(m;n)) [12], it follows that p = O(m � �(m;n)), and therefore the totaltime needed to handle the label updating is O�m � �(m;n) � �(m � �(m;n); n)�:Since DG(T ) can be built in O(m ��(m;n)) time and each edge in DG(T ) is visited a constantnumber of times by the algorithm, and given that all the remaining operations (more preciselythose corresponding to (6) and (9)) can be performed by using linear time and space, the claimfollows.6. Maintaining biconnectivity through augmentationThe results of the previous sections have an interesting application for solving a survivabilityproblem on networks, that is the problem of adding to a given 2-edge-connected network un-dergoing a transient edge failure, the minimum weight set of edges needed to reestablish the



12.biconnectivity. In this way, extensive (in terms of both computational e�orts and set-up costs)network restructuring is avoided.First, we prove that the time complexity of the algorithm presented in the previous sectionscan be further decreased if the DFS-tree is actually a Hamiltonian path. In fact, the followingholds:Corollary 6.1. Let G = (V;E) be a 2-edge-connected graph with n vertices, m edges and withreal weights on the edges. Let � be a Hamiltonian path of G. Then, Aug2(�; G) can be computedin O(m � �(m;n)) time and space.Proof. To compute Aug2(�; G), we use the algorithm presented in Section 4.1, but now weimplement it just through the data structure presented in Section 5.1, thus avoiding the timeoverhead induced by the use of F(G). In fact, for any path edge ek and any non-path edgef = (vi; vj) 2 C(ek), we have that F (ek; f) = (vj ; vj�1), and therefore, from (4), it followsthat �(ek; f) is constantly equal to its basic weight (6). In other words, label updating in thetransmuter is not required. From this and from the analysis performed in Theorem 5.2, thethesis follows.Now, let H be a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph of a 3-edge-connected graph G. LetG� e denote the graph obtained from G by removing an edge e 2 E. Given an edge e 2 E(H),if H � e is not 2-edge-connected, then we say that e is vital for H. In the sequel, an edge eremoved from H will always be considered as vital for H.Let Aug2(H � e;G � e) be a minimum weight set of edges in E n E(H � e) such that thespanning subgraph H 0 = (V;E(H � e) [ Aug2(H � e;G � e)) of G � e is 2-edge-connected.Using the results of the previous sections, we prove that Aug2(H � e;G� e) can be computede�ciently. More precisely:Theorem 6.2. Let G = (V;E) be a 3-edge-connected, real weighted graph with n vertices and medges. Let H be a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph of G. Then, for any vital edge e 2 E(H),we have that Aug2(H�e;G�e) can be computed in O(m��(m;n)) time and space. The runningtime and the used space can be lowered to O(m) if all edge weights are equal.Proof. After the removal of e from H, every 2-edge-connected component in H � e can becontracted into a single vertex in O(m) time and space [1]. Let Vi denote the vertex set of thei-th 2-edge-connected component in H � e, and let fV1; V2; : : : ; Vkg be the vertex partition of Vinduced by contracting all such components. Let f�1; �2; : : : ; �kg be the vertex set of the path� resulting from the contraction, where vertex �i is associated with vertex set Vi. Let G be themultigraph with vertex set V (G) = V (�) and edge setE(G) = E(�) [ f(�i; �j) j (9 u 2 Vi) ^ (9 v 2 Vj) such that (u; v) 2 E nE(H � e)g:It is easy to realize that the algorithms presented in previous sections can be extended to thecase where parallel edges in G are allowed. Therefore, since � is a Hamiltonian path of G, wecan apply both Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 6.1. It follows that, for any given edge e 2 E(H),there exist polynomial time algorithms to compute Aug2(H� e;G� e). Their complexity is thesame as in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 6.1, respectively.



13.7. ConclusionsIn this paper we presented time and space e�cient algorithms for solving special cases of theclassic problem of �nding a minimum weight set of edges that has to be added to a spanningsubgraph of a given (either unweighted or real weighted) graph to make it 2-edge-connected.These techniques have been applied to solve e�ciently an interesting survivability problem on2-edge-connected networks, but we believe they are of independent interest and can be appliedto a larger class of similar graph problems.For the weighted case, our algorithm is e�cient, but it is still open to establish whether itsrunning time is optimal. Apart from that, many interesting problems remain open: (1) theextension to vertex-connectivity augmentation problems, which are of interest for managingvertex failures in 2-vertex-connected networks; (2) the extension of the results to the case inwhich all the possible edge failures in H are considered, aiming at providing a faster solutionthan that obtained by repeatedly applying our algorithms, once for the failure of each vital edgein H.We consider the last one as the highest-priority open problem, and we plan to attack it bymeans of ad-hoc amortization techniques. In fact, from a network management point of view,computing a priori the augmentation set associated with every edge in the network is essentialto know how the network will react in any possible link failure scenario.Acknowledgements { The authors are very grateful to Peter Widmayer for inspiring discussionson the topic.References[1] A.V. Aho, J.E. Hopcroft and J.D. Ullman, The design and analysis of computer algorithms,Addison Wesley, (1974).[2] K.P. Eswaran and R.E. Tarjan, Augmentation problems, SIAM Journal on Computing, 5(1976) 653{665.[3] A. Frank, Augmenting graphs to meet edge-connectivity requirements, SIAM Journal onDiscrete Mathematics, 5 (1992) 25-53.[4] G.N. Frederickson and J. J�aj�a, On the relationship between the biconnectivity augmentationproblems, SIAM Journal on Computing, 10 (1981) 270{283.[5] H.N. Gabow, Application of a poset representation to edge-connectivity and graph rigidity,Proc. 32nd Ann. IEEE Symp. on Foundations of Computer Science (FOCS'91), IEEEComputer Society, 812{821.[6] A. Galluccio and G. Proietti, Polynomial time algorithms for edge-connectivity aug-mentation of Hamiltonian paths, 12th Ann. Int. Symp. on Algorithms and Computation(ISAAC'01), December 19-21, 2001, Christchurch, New Zealand, accepted for presentation.[7] A. Galluccio and G. Proietti, A faster approximation algorithm for connectivity augmen-tation problems. In preparation, 2001.[8] S. Khuller and R. Thurimella, Approximations algorithms for graph augmentation, Journalof Algorithms, 14 (1993) 214{225.
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